2018 NCAA Division I Men's Tennis Championship
Event: Doubles Championship

Round of 32
May 24

1 Nuno Borges/Strahinja Rakic, Mississippi St.
   Christopher Mon-Kougoechht/Parker Wyin, Louisville
   Chema Carranza/Josef Dodridge, Wisconsin
   Loic Cloes/Clement Marzol, South Alabama

5-8 Korey Lovett/Eero Vasa, UCF
   Henrik Korsgaard/Alexandre Ribeiro, Virginia Tech
   Gus Bensien/Cesar Bourgois, Kentucky
   Martin Redicki/Evan Zhu, UCLA

4 Johannes Ingildsen/Alfredo Perez, Florida
   Tom Fawcett/Axel Geller, Stanford
   Fabian Fallert/Tim Sandkaulen, Ole Miss
   Runhao Hua/Alex Knight, Michigan

5-8 Preston Touliatos/Luis Valero, Tennessee
   Brandon Holt/Riley Smith, Southern California
   Will Little/Johannes Schretter, Baylor
   Bar Botzer/Petros Chrysoschos, Wake Forest

Christian Langmo/Adria Soriano Barrera, Miami (FL)
   Oscar Mesquida/Adam Sanjurjo, Arkansas
   McClain Kessler/Duarte Vale, Florida

5-8 Guillermo Nuñez/Alex Rybakov, TCU
   Martin Joyce/Mikael Torpegaard, Ohio St.
   Edson Ortiz/Mazen Osama, Alabama
   Jack Lin/William Matheson, Columbia

3 Jordi Arconada/Juan Carlos Aguilar, Texas A&M
   Austin Rapp/Keegan Smith, UCLA
   Cameron Klinger/Billy Rowe, Vanderbilt
   Ewan Moore/Constantin Schmitz, Tulane

5-8 Jack Jaede/Laurens Verboven, Southern California
   Carlos Dívar/Michael Kay, Georgia Tech
   Yancy Dennis/Gabriel Friedrich, South Carolina
   Billy Griffith/J.T. Nishimura, California

2 William Blumberg/Robert Kelly, North Carolina

Round of 16
May 25

Quarterfinals
May 26

Semifinals
May 27

Championship
May 28

Wake Forest Tennis Complex
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
Wake Forest University, host

All times are Eastern time.
Information subject to change.
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